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Soft materials are not only highly deformable but they also possess rich and diverse body dy-
namics. Soft body dynamics exhibit a variety of properties, including nonlinearity, elasticity, and
potentially infinitely many degrees of freedom. Here we demonstrate that such soft body dynamics
can be employed to conduct certain types of computation. Using body dynamics generated from
a soft silicone arm, we show that they can be exploited to emulate functions that require memory
and to embed robust closed-loop control into the arm. Our results suggest that soft body dynamics
have a short-term memory and can serve as a computational resource. This finding paves the way
toward exploiting passive body dynamics for control of a large class of underactuated systems.
In recent years soft materials have been increasingly
used to incorporate flexible elements into robots’ bodies.
The resulting machines, called soft robots, have signifi-
cant advantages over traditional articulated robots due
to deformable morphology and safety in interaction [1].
They can adapt their morphology to unstructured envi-
ronments, and carry and touch fragile objects without
causing damage, which makes them applicable for res-
cue and human interactions, in particular care for the
elderly, prosthetics, and wearables [2, 3]. In addition,
they can generate diverse behaviors with simple types of
actuation by partially outsourcing control to the mor-
phological and material properties of their soft bodies
[4], which is made possible by the tight coupling between
control, body, and environment [5, 6]. In this paper, we
build on these perspectives and add a novel advantage of
soft bodies, demonstrating that they can be exploited as
computational resources.
One of the major differences between rigid and soft
bodies can be found in their body dynamics. Soft body
dynamics usually exhibit a variety of properties, in-
cluding nonlinearity, elasticity, and potentially infinitely
many degrees of freedom, which are difficult to reduce
to lower dimensionality. In particular, their degrees of
freedom are often larger than a number of actuators,
which leads to a typical underactuated system [7], and
this makes the soft body difficult to control with con-
ventional frameworks. Here we demonstrate that these
properties can in fact be highly beneficial in that they can
be employed for computation. Our approach is based on
a machine learning technique called reservoir computing,
which has a particular focus on real-time computing of
time-varying input that provides an alternative to com-
putational frameworks based on Turing machines [8–11].
By driving a high-dimensional dynamical system, typi-
cally referred to as the reservoir, with a low-dimensional
input stream, transient dynamics are generated that op-
erate as a type of temporal and finite kernel that facilitate
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the separation of input states [10, 12]. If the dynamics
involve enough nonlinearity and memory, emulating com-
plex nonlinear dynamical systems only requires adding
a linear, static readout from the high-dimensional state
space of the reservoir. A number of different implementa-
tions for reservoirs have been proposed: for example, ab-
stract dynamical systems for echo state networks (ESN)
[8, 9], or models of neurons for liquid state machines [10].
Implementations even include using the surface of water
in a laminar state [13]. Lately, it has been demonstrated
that nonlinear mass spring systems have the potential
to serve as reservoirs as well [14, 15], and this has been
applied in a number of ways (see, e.g., [16–18]).
In this study, we establish a simple but powerful phys-
ical platform with a soft silicone arm and demonstrate,
through a number of experiments, that the soft body dy-
namics can be used as a reservoir. In particular, we focus
on the property of short-term memory [19–21], which is
the ability to store information about recent input se-
quences in the transient dynamics of the reservoir. In
neuroscience, this property has drawn attention as a
mechanism to perform real-time computations on sensory
input streams [22, 23], which is a prerequisite for cogni-
tive phenomena, such as planning and decision making.
We show that short-term memory also exists in the body
dynamics of a soft silicone arm and, in particular, that it
can be exploited to control the arm’s motions robustly in
a closed-loop manner. In other words, the seemingly un-
desirable properties of soft body dynamics are no longer
drawbacks for control but constitute core aspects of the
system’s functionality.
RESULTS
A soft silicone arm as a computational resource
There have been several soft silicone arms proposed
in the literature, which are inspired by the octopus (see,
e.g., [24–26]). In this paper, we use a soft silicone arm,
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2which has a similar material characteristic to the one
proposed in [24]. The platform consists of a soft silicone
arm, its sensing and actuation systems, data processing
via a PC, and a water tank containing fresh water as an
underwater environment (Fig.1). By rotating the base of
the arm and generating body dynamics induced by the
interaction between the underwater environment and the
soft silicone material, we aim to show that the sensory
time series that are reflected in the body dynamics can
be exploited as part of a computational device. The unit
of timestep t used in this study is a sensing and actuation
loop of the PC (this is approximately 0.03 s in physical
time). Throughout this study, we observe the behavior of
the system from one side of the tank and use terminology,
such as “left” or “right,” with respect to this point of
view.
The arm embeds 10 bend sensors within the silicone
material (Fig.1(a) and Fig.7). A bend sensor gives a base
value when it is straight. If it bends in the ventral side,
the sensor value is smaller, and if it bends in the dor-
sal side, the value is larger; the change in value reflects
the degree of bend in each case. The sensors are embed-
ded near the surface of the arm, with their ventral sides
directed outward. We numbered these sensors from the
base toward the tip as s1 through s10. The sensors are
embedded alternately, with odd-numbered sensors on the
right side of the arm and even-numbered sensors on the
left (Figs. 1(a) and 7). The base of the arm can rotate
left and right through the actuation of a servo motor.
The motor commands sent from the PC are binary val-
ues, M = {0, 1}. If the command is 0 or 1, the motor is
controlled to move from its current position toward the
maximum right position (Lright) or the maximum left po-
sition (Lleft), respectively (Fig.1(b)). The actual servo
motor positions are also sent to the PC to monitor the
current position of the base rotation θ(t). The positions
Lright and Lleft were heuristically determined to avoid
damaging the motor components. The values for |Lright|
(= |Lleft|) are about 46.4 degrees by setting the origin
of the rotation angle (0 degrees) when the arm is aligned
vertically to the water surface. Throughout this study,
θ(t) is linearly normalized to be in the range from 0 to 1.
Note that the motor command does not always take the
roller position to Lright or Lleft; rather, it decides the
motor movement direction for each timestep. In addi-
tion, if the command is 0 or 1, when the current position
is Lright or Lleft, respectively, then the position will stay
unchanged.
To exploit the soft silicone arm as a computational re-
source, we need to determine how to provide inputs I(t)
to the system and how to generate corresponding out-
puts O(t). In this paper, we provide the input to the
motor command, m(t) ∈ M , and the output is gener-
ated by linearly combining all sensory time series si(t)
(i = 1, 2, ..., 10) with a weighted sum using the weights
wi (i = 1, 2, ..., 10) (Fig.2). In addition, a bias is added,
which is expressed as b = w0s0(t), where s0(t) is a con-
stant value set to 1. As a result, we have 11 pairs of
weights and corresponding sensory time series (wi, si(t))
(i = 0, 1, ..., 10) in our system. Our system output
takes a binary state, O(t) ∈ {0, 1}, which is obtained by
thresholding the weighted sum of the sensory values (see
Method section for details). To emulate a desired func-
tion with our system, we first apply the inputs to the
system, which then generate the arm motions, and we
collect the corresponding sensory time series. Together
with the target outputs, we have a training data set for
supervised learning. The linear readout weights are then
optimized with simple logistic regression with respect to
minimizing the error between the system output and the
target output. The performance of the system output is
evaluated by comparing with the target output for a new
experimental trial (see Method section for details on the
training procedures and the logistic regression).
We used three tasks to evaluate the computational
power of our soft silicone arm with the focus on the
property of short-term memory. Unlike a conventional
computer, our system does not contain explicit memory
storage; instead, the memory is expected to be implicitly
included in the transient dynamics of the soft body. By
assigning a task to the system that requires memory to
be carried out and by evaluating its performance, we can
characterize its memory capacity.
Our first task is to construct a timer exploiting the
soft body dynamics. Triggered by a cue sent at cer-
tain timesteps, the arm starts to move from Lright to
Lleft. The system should output a pulse of predefined
length by exploiting the body dynamics. To perform this
task, the system has to be able to “recognize” the dura-
tion of time that has passed since the cue was launched.
This clearly requires memory. By increasing the desired
pulse response, we systematically investigate the limits of
the physical system to represent memory in its transient
body dynamics.
The second task is to perform a closed-loop control ex-
ploiting the soft body dynamics. With a periodic square
wave function, which switches its motor command from
0 to 1 and from 1 to 0 with a fixed period as a target
function, we aim to evaluate the maximal length for the
period of the square function that can be embedded in
the system. In this task, the system should “recognize”
how much time has passed since the motor command
switched from 0 to 1 (or from 1 to 0), and it should decide
when to switch the motor command to the next position.
Again, this task requires memory. Furthermore, this task
also evaluates whether the soft body dynamics can be ex-
ploited as a computational resource to control the arm’s
own motion. This is especially interesting as typically the
complex dynamics of a soft body are the main obstacles
to apply a classic control theoretic approach. Remark-
ably, in our proposed context, this property is beneficial
because it can be exploited as a computational resource.
The third task is an emulation task of functions that
require memory. A random binary input sequence is pro-
vided to the system, and by exploiting the generated soft
body dynamics, the system should emulate two functions
3simultaneously; the first one is a function that repro-
duces past inputs with a given delay and the second one
is the N-bit parity checker. Emulations of these functions
are commonly used as benchmark tasks to characterize
the computational power of the system, and again, both
functions require memory. In particular, these functions
should be emulated using the same soft body dynamics at
the same time, which points to another remarkable prop-
erty of the approach (typically referred to as multitasking
[14]).
In all three tasks, we are only adjusting the linear read-
out weights, which are fixed after learning, i.e., no mem-
ory is present in the readout. Hence, we can confirm
that the required memory is purely due to the property
of the soft silicone arm. Unlike conventional computa-
tional units (e.g., artificial neural networks), our pro-
posed setup has a constraint due to the specifications
of the mechanical structure of the system because inputs
are transformed to the mechanical realm. For example,
a drastic and frequent switching of the motor command
can result in motor overheat and a total stop. We defined
the presented tasks to evaluate the memory capacity of
our system by taking these physical constraints into con-
sideration. Accordingly, the input/output (I/O) setting
in our system slightly differs in each task (see Method
section for detailed information on the I/O setting for
each task).
Dynamic property of the silicone arm
We here present the basic property of our arm motion
and the step response. Figure 3(a) shows a typical arm
motion when the motor command is switched from 0 to 1.
The arm is initially set to Lright, and at t = 0, it starts to
move toward Lleft. The silicone arm shows characteristic
body dynamics because of the interaction with the water
(see Video S1). In particular, even when the base reaches
the position of Lleft, the entire arm still shows transient
dynamics. The figure clearly shows that because the arm
moves from right to left, the right side of the arm bends
and the left side of the arm arches according to the water
friction.
The dynamic behavior of the arm can be captured by
the responses of the sensors (Fig.3(b), Video S1). When
the motor command switches from 0 to 1, θ(t) takes
about 9 timesteps to reach θ(t) = 1, which forms a phys-
ical constraint based on the motor and the mechanical
structure of our platform (Fig.3(b), upper plot, Video
S1). When the motor command is switched from 0 to
1, all the odd-numbered sensors start to show smaller
values than those shown before the motion generation.
They take the local minimum at a different timestep,
then gradually approach their resting states (Fig.3(b),
middle plot, Video S1). Because the arm is passive, the
movement of the base rotation propagates from the base
toward the tip at a certain velocity. For example, s1
seems to show a direct reflection of the motor actuation
because it is embedded close to the base. This effect
can be confirmed by checking the local minimum of the
sensory response of s1 at around timestep 9, which is
the same timestep at which the motor rotation stops.
For even-numbered sensors, although all sensors show
larger values than the values before the motion gener-
ation, some sensors (e.g., s6, s8, and s10) show a smaller
value in some timesteps due to inertia caused by the im-
mediate bend in the left side of the arm (Fig.3(b), lower
plot, Video S1). This effect also seems to be propagat-
ing from the base toward the tip of the arm. All sensors
reach a resting state at around 40 timesteps. In the rest-
ing state Lleft, the odd-numbered sensors show smaller
values and the even-numbered sensors show greater val-
ues than those shown before motion generation (Fig.3(b),
Video S1). This phenomenon is the result of gravity; the
left side of the arm arches slightly, whereas the right side
of the arm bends slightly (Fig.3(a)). When the motor
command is switched from 1 to 0 with the arm position
initially set to Lleft, we can observe a similar behavior
with switched roles of the odd- and even-numbered sen-
sors.
Timer task
Our first task is to emulate the function of a timer ex-
ploiting the body dynamics of the arm. The task has
been chosen as it enables us to investigate systemati-
cally the memory inherently present in the soft body dy-
namics. One of the characteristic properties of our soft
body is its transient dynamics during its motion from
one state to another, e.g., moving from right to left. In
this task, the arm is initially set to Lright and kept at
this position. Triggered by the input at tstart, the mo-
tor command switches from 0 to 1, when the rotation of
the base generates the body dynamics (Fig.3(a)). The
timer task consists of producing an output pulse starting
from τini timesteps after tstart, which is τtimer timesteps
in length, by exploiting the body dynamics during this
transient single motion (see Method section and Fig.8 in
it for details). To perform this task, the system has to
have a certain amount of memory. In other words, we
can evaluate whether the sensory time series that reflects
the transient dynamics during the motion from Lright
to Lleft contains sufficient information to recognize the
duration of time since the trigger event by applying this
task. A similar task was introduced in [8] to demonstrate
the existence of short-term memory within an artificial
recurrent neural network (e.g., ESN) [9, 19]. To demon-
strate that such a memory can be found and exploited
in a real physical system, we applied this task employing
the soft silicone arm. As explained earlier, our system
output is generated by thresholding the weighted sum of
the sensory values, and the weights are optimized with
a simple logistic regression by using a data set collected
in the training phase (see Method section for details).
We performed this experiment by varying τini and τtimer
4to investigate the relevance of these parameters to the
system performance.
Figure 3(c) shows examples of the averaged system
outputs for each τtimer with τini fixed to 9. As one can
see, our system is able to emulate a timer with given
duration times τtimer (see also Video S1). Naturally,
the performance decreases when increasing the length of
τtimer. This is caused by the gradual fading of memory
within the body dynamics after the initiation of motion
generation. This tendency can be found for different set-
tings of τini (Fig.3(d)). As can be seen in Fig.3(d), the
error values (mean squared error (MSE)) are especially
low when around τini < 20 and τtimer < 20, character-
izing the amount of memory that can be exploited with
the given soft body. Note that when τini is close to 0, the
error values are higher than for other parameters. This
is because when the arm starts to move, the effect of the
motor rotation takes some time to propagate due to the
softness of the arm (Figs.3(a), (b)), and if τini is small,
it is difficult to distinguish the sensory values from the
values when the arm is stopped.
Closed-loop control task
We demonstrated in the previous task that we can use
the sensory time series generated by the transient dynam-
ics to construct a timer. By using the same property, in
this second task we aim to realize a closed-loop control
of our soft silicone arm. That is, we aim to demonstrate
that the arm’s body dynamics can be used to control
its own motion. The target motor command sequence
is a square wave in which the amplitude alternates at
a steady frequency, between m(t) = 0 and 1, with the
same duration of timesteps, τsquare (see Method section
and Fig.9(a) in it for details). Similar to the process in
the previous task, when the motor command is switched
from 0 to 1 (or from 1 to 0), it should recognize the time
length of τsquare timesteps and switch the motor com-
mand from 1 to 0 (or from 0 to 1). Thus, it requires
memory to fulfill this task. Recently, similar types of os-
cillatory motor command have been used to demonstrate
the octopus-inspired swimming motion, called sculling, in
a physical platform with an open-loop manner [27]. We
aim to emulate this oscillatory wave pattern by using the
sensory time series from the soft body and close the loop.
This is realized by feeding back the system output gen-
erated by thresholding the weighted sum of the sensory
time series as the next motor command to the system (see
Method section and Fig.9(b) in it for details). As with
the previous task, we aim to emulate the target output
only by adjusting the static linear readout weights.
Figure 4(a) shows an example of a time series with the
motor commands and sensory values when the system
is driven by the closed-loop control emulating a square
function with τsquare = 10. The time series of the mo-
tor command exactly overlaps with the target output,
showing that the closed-loop control is successfully em-
bedded (see also Video S2). For real-world applications,
it is important to investigate whether the system is ro-
bust against external perturbation. We investigated the
robustness of the system by applying a manual mechan-
ical perturbation disturbing the arm motion (Fig.4(b),
(c), and Video S3). We found that during the perturba-
tion both the sensory time series and the system output
were affected; however, after removing the disturbance,
the system was able to recover immediately its original
trajectory (Video S3). This can be confirmed by checking
the time series of the motor commands and their corre-
sponding sensory values, and it implies that our system
is robust against external perturbations (Fig.4(b)). Note
that, although the system output shows a phase shift
compared with the target output after the perturbation,
it is generating a square function with a required length
of τsquare.
To evaluate the maximal length of τsquare of a square
function that our system can embed, we investigated an
average system output for one period of a square function
by clamping the feedback loop from the system output
and providing the target output as input for each τsquare
(Fig.4(d), see Method section for details). If the sys-
tem is driven by the closed-loop control, the error in the
system output would propagate to the motor command
through the feedback loop, which makes it difficult to
evaluate the limitation of the system performance effi-
ciently. In Fig.4(e), according to the increase of τsquare,
the average system output starts to deviate largely from
the target output. By calculating the system error by
means of the MSE in this setting, we found that the er-
ror grows immediately when τsquare becomes larger than
18 (Fig.4(e)). Consistent with this result, we observed
that when τsquare is more than 18, the system cannot
embed a correct square function anymore, or it simply
stops, continuously providing 0 or 1 as output. Thus, we
can speculate that our system possesses enough memory
to be exploited for embedding a square function up to a
length of around τsquare = 18.
Function emulation tasks
In this final task, we aim to quantitatively characterize
the intrinsic computational capacity of our system, par-
ticularly focusing on its memory capacity. By providing a
random binary sequence to the motor command as input,
the system should perform function emulation tasks using
the resulting sensory time series. Because our system is
not an abstract computational unit but has physical and
mechanical constraints, we need to define a certain dura-
tion of time for one input state or symbol. We call this
duration of time τstate. We found that when a random
binary sequence is provided as motor commands in the
form of τstate < 5, the motor overheats and stops. Ac-
cordingly, we performed our experiments with τstate ≥ 5.
In addition, we introduced a different time scale for I/O,
defined as t′, which takes one input symbol as a unit.
5This means that t′ is increased by increments of 1 for
each τstate timestep (see Method section and Fig.10(a)
in it for details).
The first function we aim to emulate is one that
provides a delayed version of the input, i.e., I(t′ − n)
(n = 1, 2, ...) (see Method section for details). This task
enables the direct evaluation of whether the system con-
tains memory traces of a past input within the current
sensory values, and is frequently used to evaluate the
memory capacity of dynamical systems (see, e.g., [19–
21]). For descriptive purposes, we call this the short-
term memory task. The second function we aim to emu-
late is the N-bit parity checker. The output should pro-
vide 0 if
∑n
d=0 I(t
′ − d) is an even number; otherwise,
it should provide 1, with n = 1, 2, ... (see Method sec-
tion for details). Note that it is actually a “(n + 1)-bit
parity checker” in our case. According to the definition,
the system needs the memory of input symbols to pre-
vious n symbols within the system to emulate this func-
tion. In addition, this function is a nonlinear function,
which maps the input to a linearly inseparable state [28].
Because we are only adjusting the static linear weights
externally, we can evaluate whether the system contains
memory and nonlinearity to be exploited. This task is
also common in the evaluation of the computational ca-
pacity of dynamical systems (see, e.g., [29, 30]). Along
with the definition of the input symbol, we also need to
determine how to define a corresponding sensory time se-
ries. Let us assume that an input symbol was provided
at timestep t(= t′τstate). As a result, the arm generates
corresponding transient dynamics until the next input
symbol is provided at timestep (t′ + 1)τstate. We define
sensory values at (t′ + 1)τstate − 1 as corresponding val-
ues si(t
′) for this input symbol, which is one timestep
before the next input symbol is provided (see Method
section and Fig.10(a) in it for details). By providing ran-
dom binary input sequences to the system over several
trials for each parameter τstate and n, we collected the
sensory time series used for training. In the evaluation,
both target functions are simultaneously emulated over
a previously unseen random input sequence (see Method
section and Fig.10(b) in it for details).
Examples of the system performance for the short-
term memory task and the N-bit parity check task with
τstate = 5 and 11, respectively, can be found in Fig.5
and Video S4. The system output shows almost a per-
fect match with the target output when n = 1 and 2 in
τstate = 5 for the short-term memory task (Fig.5(a)) and
in τstate = 11 for the N-bit parity check task (Fig.5(b)).
For both tasks, the performance gradually gets worse
when the delay n is increased. To evaluate the influ-
ence of the parameters of τstate and n on the system
performance, we introduced a measure based on mutual
information, MIn, between the system output and the
target output [29]. This measure evaluates the similarity
between the system output and the target output and,
in our experiment, can take the value of 1 as maximum
and 0 as minimum. Additionally, we introduced a mea-
sure called “capacity,” which is a summation of MIn over
the delays, expressed as C =
∑nmax
n=1 MIn, where nmax is
set to 10 in this analysis (see Method section for details).
This measure can evaluate the system’s performance over
the delays, which can take 10 as maximum and 0 as min-
imum in our experiment.
Figures 6(a) and (b) show the results of the average
MIn for each n value and the average capacity for each
τstate for each task (see Method section for details on the
setting). For the short-term memory task, when τstate
is increased, the value of MIn suddenly drops when n
is larger than 2 (Fig.6(a), left). For the capacity, in-
creasing τstate results, first, in a gradual decrease and
then in saturation at the constant value for τstate > 11
(Fig.6(a), right). This can be explained by the behavior
of the arm (see Video S4)–if the length of the input sym-
bol is short, it is more likely that the current transient
dynamics contains the trace of previously provided in-
put symbols. Considering that the arm base takes about
9 timesteps to get from one end to the other, if τstate
gets larger than 9 timesteps, the trace of previous input
symbols starts to fade out gradually. Nevertheless, the
arm can possess information about the last input sym-
bol because of the simple one-way bend motion. This
explains the maximal performance with respect to MIn
when n = 1. To see the contribution of the physical body
to the computational task, we compared the performance
with a model that has a readout directly attached to the
input (see Method section for details on the setting). We
can confirm that this model cannot perform this task
at all, suggesting that the performance of our system is
purely based on the body dynamics (Fig.6(a), right).
For the N-bit parity check task, even if τstate is small
(τstate = 5), when n = 1 (Fig.6(b), left), MIn shows a
smaller value than when τstate is larger (τstate = 10 and
20). When τstate gets larger (τstate = 10), MIn starts
to show the highest value when n = 1, and a moderately
high value in n = 2. If we increase τstate further (τstate =
20), MIn still shows the highest value when n = 1, but
the value in n = 2 starts to decrease. This tendency
reflects the results of the capacity (Fig.6(b), right). The
capacity shows a peak around τstate = 9, 10, and 11. The
low values of capacity in τstate less than 9 and larger than
11 are because of the low values of MIn in n = 1 and n =
2, respectively. Additionally, in this task, the model with
a readout directly attached to the input cannot perform
the emulation at all (Fig.6(b), right). Considering that
the N-bit parity check task requires not only memory but
also nonlinearity to perform, this result suggests that,
even if the transient dynamics of the arm possesses a high
memory capacity when τstate is low, it does not contain
sufficient nonlinearity to be exploited. This is interesting
because this result is not detectable simply by looking at
the arm motion. Furthermore, the results show that the
amount of computational capacity depends on the type
of motion generated in the arm.
We have further characterized the computational
power of our system by comparing its performance with a
6conventional ESN, which has the same I/O settings with
the same training procedures for the readout weights, the
same number of computational nodes (10 fully coupled
nodes with one bias term), and the same length of train-
ing and evaluation data sets. It has been shown that
the computational performance of an ESN is up to the
spectral radius of the reservoir connectivity matrix [11].
In each task, we varied the spectral radius of the ESN
from 0.05 to 2.0 and calculated the averaged capacity
over 30 trials in each spectral radius value, with a new
ESN in each trial. For the short-term memory task, the
best capacity value of the ESN was 4.59±0.58 (Fig.11,
left), while our system showed the best value capacity of
2.50±0.08 when τstate = 5 (Fig.6(a), right), which was
lower than the ESN. For the N-bit parity check task, the
best capacity value of the ESN was 1.65±0.37 (Fig.11,
right), and the best capacity value of our system showed
a similar value of 1.65±0.07 when τstate = 11 (Fig.6(b),
right). Considering that soft bodies have multifaceted
usages and advantages in addition to the computational
abilities presented here while the ESN is only focused on
computational tasks, we think that our system perfor-
mance is at a satisfactory level. Further details on these
comparisons are given in Method section.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we have systematically demonstrated
that the body dynamics of the soft silicone arm can be
exploited as computational resources. In particular, for
the closed-loop control task, our results suggest that soft
body dynamics can be sufficient to perform the task to
control the body without the need of an external con-
troller for additional memory capacity. This can be,
for example, directly applied to the recently proposed
octopus-inspired swimming robot [27] to generate the
arm motion in a closed-loop manner exploiting the body
dynamics itself, which largely outsources the computa-
tional load required to generate the motor command to
the body. The technique presented here can be poten-
tially applied to a wide class of soft robots because the
main component required is the soft body itself. Conse-
quently, different types of morphology and material prop-
erties of robots that increase the computational capacity
of the body should be explored in the future. In addi-
tion, developments in new types of sensors, which can
effectively monitor body dynamics, would make the pre-
sented approach usable in additional applications. To
conclude, we believe that we have presented a crucial
step toward a novel control scheme for soft robots.
In reservoir computing studies, it has been established
that to have powerful computational capabilities, a reser-
voir should have the properties of input separability
and fading memory [10]. Input separability is usually
achieved by a nonlinear mapping of the low-dimensional
input to a high-dimensional state space. Fading memory
is a property to uphold the influence of a recent input
sequence within the system, which permits integration
of stimulus information over time. This guarantees re-
producible computation, for which the recent history of
the signal is important. Our insight here was to exploit
soft body dynamics as a reservoir. Passive body dynam-
ics of soft materials typically tend to underactuated sys-
tems [7]. This naturally maps the actuation signal into
the higher dimension of the soft body, which realizes the
separability of the actuation signal. Furthermore, the
interaction between the body and the environment (in
our case, the underwater environment) implements fad-
ing memory, which takes a certain duration of time to re-
lax when actuated due to the damping effect provided by
the environment. Mechanical structures exhibiting these
properties can also be exploited with our approach.
The framework presented in this study may also shed
light on the role of the body in biological systems. Such
systems have soft bodies that can adapt and behave ef-
fectively in a given ecological niche. For example, the
octopus does not have any rigid components in its body
but it shows extremely sophisticated behavior that cap-
italizes on its body morphology and muscle structures
[31]. In particular, we have shown that a form of short-
term memory, which is thought to be a functionality of
the brain, can also be found in soft body dynamics. We
think this line of studies is an interesting research direc-
tion to be explored further.
METHODS
Experimental platform setup
The experimental platform mainly consists of a soft
silicone arm, its actuation, sensing and control systems,
and a water tank containing fresh water as the working
environment. The size of the water tank is 100 cm long,
50 cm wide, and 50 cm deep. During experiments, the
arm is immersed in the water and actuated by a servo
motor at the arm base, which consists of rigid plastic and
is directly connected to the motor. For each experimental
trial, the amount of water in the tank is controlled so that
it is the same height of the apical surface of the plastic
material of the base when the arm is aligned vertically
to the water surface. Sensors embedded in the arm are
used to detect the amount of bending of the arm during
experiments. The motor commands and sensory data are
recorded at each control timestep for further analysis.
A soft silicone arm
We made the soft arm with silicone rubber
(ECOFLEXTM00-30 from Smooth-On, Inc.) using an
ABS plastic mold manufactured by a 3D printer (Fig.1(a)
in the main text and Fig.7(a)). The mold has two sep-
arate pieces, which can be assembled together. The sil-
icone arm has a cone shape and is 44.7 cm long, with
7a radius of 1.4 cm at one end and a radius of 0.15 cm
at the other end (Fig.7(b)), so the arm will not touch
the ground and walls during movement. Ten bend sen-
sors were embedded near the surface of the silicone arm
during the process of making the arm. Four steps are
involved in making a silicone arm with embedded bend
sensors: (1) align five bend sensors at the bottom of each
piece of the mold; (2) pour a layer of silicone on the bend
sensors so that the sensors’ arrangement is fixed after the
silicone is cured; (3) assemble the two separate pieces of
the mold together, and fill the remaining space in the
mold with silicone; (4) open the mold and take out the
silicone arm after the silicone is cured.
Bend sensors
To detect the body dynamics of the soft silicone arm,
we used flexible, lightweight bend sensors from Flexpoint
Sensor Systems, Inc. (Fig.7(c)). The size of the sensor is
roughly 3.2 cm long, including connectors, 0.7 cm wide,
and less than 0.1 cm thick. It consists of a thin plas-
tic base film, a layer of coated bend-sensitive ink, and
two connectors [32]. The coated bend-sensitive ink layer
changes its electrical conductivity as the sensor is sub-
jected to bending. Therefore, the sensor is actually a
potentiometer, which converts mechanical deformation
into the change of electric resistance. An advantage of
the sensor is its large range of resistance change from
a few hundred Ω to a few hundred KΩ; thus, a simple
voltage divider can be used to read the sensory output
[33]. Typical sensor response curves can be found in the
design manual of the provider [33].
Sensory data acquisition system
We used a sensor board with voltage dividers and a 16-
channel multiplexer, an ArduinoTMMEGA 2560 board,
and a PC for data acquisition. The fixed resistors of the
voltage divider are 10 KΩ. The multiplexer reads in data
from each of its input channels serially and sends it to the
Arduino board’s analog input pins. Then the Arduino
board transmits the bend sensors’ data to a PC serial
port. Finally, a Java program running in the PC reads
and records the sensory data at each timestep. Arrang-
ing the electrical cables connecting the sensor connectors
and the sensor board is a challenge. Because of the re-
peated bending during experiments, the cables are prone
to breakage, especially near the sensor connectors. Us-
ing an L-shape cable connector and putting the electrical
cable completely outside of the arm, the cables are not
only easy to change but also become free from bending
stress.
Actuation system
The soft silicone arm is actuated by a Dynamixel RX-
64 servo motor, which is controlled by the Java program
running on the PC. The servo motor is fixed on a plexi-
glass plate that is placed on top of the water tank. The
servo motor rotation is transmitted to the soft silicone
arm by two identical plastic gears: one is fixed at the
end of the motor axle; the other is attached at the larger
end of the silicone arm. Motor commands used for each
experiment are described in the main text.
Experimental procedure for the timer task
As explained in the main text, our first task was to
emulate the function of a timer exploiting the body dy-
namics of the arm. The I/O relation for the timer can
be expressed as follows (Fig.8(a)):
I(t) =
{
1 (t = tstart)
0 (otherwise)
Otarget(t) =
{
1 (tstart + τini ≤ t ≤ tstart + τini + τtimer)
0 (otherwise).
The behavior of the motor commands m(t) according to
the input I(t) can be expressed as follows:
m(t) = f(I(t)),
=
{
1 (t ≥ tstart)
0 (otherwise).
Our aim was to emulate this timer by exploiting the body
dynamics generated by the input. Our system outputs
are produced by applying static linear readout weights
wi (i = 0, 1, ..., 10) to the sensory time series si(t) (i =
0, 1, ..., 10) as follows (Fig.8(b)):
Osystem(t) = P (
10∑
i=0
wisi(t)),
P (x) =
{
1 (x > 0)
0 (otherwise),
where the system output Osystem(t) is obtained by
thresholding function P (x). In this task, the arm is ini-
tially set to Lright, and the motor command is set to 0
(m(t) = 0). At timestep 50, the input provides 1, and
triggered by this input command, the motor command
switches from 0 to 1 (i.e., tstart = 50). After that, the
system continues to run for another 200 timesteps. We
consider the overall 250 timesteps as one trial in this task.
For the training procedure, we iterated this process over
25 trials and collected the corresponding sensory time se-
ries for each timestep. We optimized the linear output
weights using these collected sensory time series with a
logistic regression to emulate the target output for given
τini and τtimer [34] (see subsequent sections for details).
8To evaluate the performance of the system with the op-
timized weights, we ran 25 additional trials (evaluation
trials) and compared the system outputs to the target
outputs. The plot in Fig.3(c) in the main text is obtained
by averaging the system output using the evaluation tri-
als for each timestep. In Fig.3(c), the time is shifted so
that tstart = 0 for clarity. In addition, the mean squared
error (MSE) in Fig.3(d) is calculated as follows:
MSE =
1
T
T∑
t=0
(Otarget(t)−Osystem(t))2,
where T is 250 in this task. For each pair of parameters
(τini, τtimer), the readout is trained in the above men-
tioned manner, and the average MSE is calculated by
using the evaluation trials.
Experimental procedure for the closed-loop control
task
In this task, we aimed to embed a square function in
a closed loop. The used square wave function can be
expressed as follows (Fig.9(a)):
x(t) =
1
2
(sgn(sin(
2pi
τsquare
t)) + 1).
To emulate this oscillatory wave pattern by using the
sensory time series, the generated output value is fed
back as the next motor command to the system and is
expressed as follows (Figs.9(b)):
m(t) = I(t),
Osystem(t) = P (
10∑
i=0
wisi(t)),
I(t+ 1) = Osystem(t).
As for the timer task, we emulated the above square
wave function only by adjusting the static linear output
weights. Because this task requires feedback to the sys-
tem, the training procedure is different from the previous
one. During the training phase, we clamped the feed-
back from the system output, and provided the target
outputs as inputs (x(t) (= Otarget(t))), which means we
set I(t+ 1) = x(t). Thus, the training phase was carried
out with an open loop, such that the system was forced
into the desired operative state by the target signals in
the required τsquare (this approach is typically referred to
as teacher forcing) [15]. In the experimental procedure,
the soft silicone arm was first set to the resting state for
τsquare timesteps to align the arm vertically to the water
surface without motion. We first ran the system with the
teacher forcing condition and collected the correspond-
ing sensory time series data for 2500 timesteps. The first
100 timesteps were discarded, and the remaining 2400
timesteps were used for training. After obtaining the
optimal readout weights from these collected data using
logistic regression, we initialized the system to the resting
state and ran the system again with the teacher forcing
condition. After 50 timesteps, we switched the inputs
to the system output generated by the trained readout
weights and checked whether the system was able to em-
bed the square wave function robustly.
As explained in the main text, to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the system for each τsquare, we ran the system
with the teacher forcing condition, collected the sensory
time series for 50 cycles of motor oscillations, and trained
the weights as previously described. Then, by using the
optimized weights, we ran a new trial of 50 cycles of mo-
tor oscillations as an evaluation phase with the teacher
forcing condition and compared the system outputs and
the target outputs. Figure 4(d) in the main text shows
the averaged system output for this evaluation phase. For
the figure, the time is shifted so that the time when the
target output switches from 0 to 1 is at t = 0 for clarity.
The plot in Fig.4(e) in the main text is obtained by av-
eraging the MSE (with T = 2τsquare) in this evaluation
phase.
Experimental procedure for the function emulation
tasks
In this task, we aimed to emulate the short-term mem-
ory task and the N-bit parity check task. Following
the notation defined in the main text, the function for
the short-term memory task can be expressed as follows
(Fig.10(a)):
Oshortn (t
′) = I(t′ − n),
where I(t′) is a random binary sequence. The function
for the N-bit parity check task is expressed as follows
(Fig.10(a)):
Oparityn (t
′) = Q(
n∑
d=0
I(t′ − d)),
Q(x) =
{
0 (x ≡ 0(mod2))
1 (otherwise).
Here, the system output is generated as follows
(Fig.10(b)):
Osystem(t
′) = P (
10∑
i=0
wisi(t
′)).
In this task, one trial consists of 3500 symbols (i.e.,
3500*τstate timesteps). The first 100 symbols are dis-
carded, the next 2400 symbols are used for training, and
the last 1000 symbols are used for the system evalua-
tion. Both functions are emulated simultaneously using
the same random input sequence. This is typically re-
ferred to as multitasking (Fig.10(b)). The training of the
static linear readout weights is conducted by a logistic
9regression for each function emulation task. For each
τstate, we ran the system for 10 trials and evaluated the
system performance with the target output for each n by
using the mutual information expressed as follows (the
same evaluation scheme is introduced in [29]):
MIn =
∑
Osystem(t)∈O
∑
Otarget(t)∈O
p(Osystem(t), Otarget(t))
log
p(Osystem(t), Otarget(t))
p(Osystem(t))p(Otarget(t))
,
where O = {0, 1}, and p(x) and p(x, y) are the prob-
ability of x and the joint probability of x and y, re-
spectively. The base of log is fixed to 2 throughout this
study. When Osystem(t) and Otarget(t) are independent,
then MIn = 0. When Osystem(t) is exactly the same as
Otarget(t), then MIn = 1 because Otarget(t) is random.
As explained in the main text, we introduce a measure
called “capacity” C, which is a summation of MIn over
the delays, expressed as C =
∑nmax
n=1 MIn, where nmax
is set to 10 in this task. In Fig.6 in the main text, MIn
and the capacity C are averaged over 10 trials in each
condition.
To see the contribution of the physical body to the
computational task, we compared the performance with
a logistic regression model that has a readout directly
attached to the input, expressed as
OLR(t
′) = P (w1I(t′) + w0),
where the weights are trained by a logistic regression us-
ing the same time series as in the training phase for each
function emulation task. The capacity C for the logistic
regression model, which is shown in Fig.6 in the main
text, is calculated and averaged over 10 trials in each
condition as well.
To further characterize the computational power of our
system, we have compared its task performance with a
conventional echo state network (ESN) [8]. The ESN is
a type of recurrent neural network, which has N internal
network units, input units, and output units. Activation
of the ith internal unit is xi(t
′) (i = 1, ..., N), and ac-
tivation of the input and output units are IESN (t
′) and
OESN (t
′), respectively. Throughout this analysis, N is
set to 10, which is the same number of sensors in our
system. We used the same I/O setting for the ESN as
with our system, which takes a binary state, to compare
the task performance directly. For the random binary
input sequence, we adopted two cases. In the first case
(Case I), we directly projected the {0, 1}- binary state
input I(t′) to the internal network units, which can be
denoted as IESN (t
′) = I(t′). For the second case (Case
II), we changed the actual input value to IESN (t
′) = −1
only if I(t′) = 0; otherwise, IESN (t′) = 1. In the ESN,
if IESN (t
′) = 0, the internal units receive no external
input, and therefore, are expected to introduce an asym-
metry into the network performance. To avoid the bias
introduced by this asymmetric nature of input I(t′) in
our comparison, we adopted these two cases. For both
cases, connection weights for the N × N internal net-
work connecting ith unit with jth unit are denoted as
wij , and connection weights going from the input unit
into the ith internal unit are denoted as wini . The read-
out weights wouti go from N internal units and 1 bias to
the output unit (where wout0 is a bias term). The output
weights wouti are trained in the same procedure explained
above for each task, and the internal weights wij and the
input weights wini are randomly assigned from the range
[−1.0, 1.0] and fixed beforehand. The activation of inter-
nal units and the output unit are updated as
xi(t
′) = f(
10∑
j=1
wijxj(t
′ − 1) + wini IESN (t′)),
OESN (t
′) = P (
10∑
i=1
wouti xi(t
′) + wout0 ),
where f is a tanh function. As explained previously, one
trial consists of 3500 symbols, and the first 100 symbols
are discarded, the next 2400 symbols are used for train-
ing, and the last 1000 symbols are used for the ESN evalu-
ation. In the training phase, a white noise in the range of
[−10−4, 10−4] is added to the internal states. The weights
are trained by the logistic regression, and the multitask-
ing scheme is adopted as well, where both functions are
emulated simultaneously using the same random input
sequence. It is reported that the computational power of
ESN can be well characterized by the spectral radius of
the internal connection weight matrix [11]. In this exper-
iment, we varied the spectral radius from 0.05 to 2 and
observed the ESN performance in terms of the capacity.
The capacity is averaged over 30 trials with a new ESN
each (renewing the internal weights wij and the input
weights wini ) for each setting of the spectral radius.
Figure 11 shows the average capacity of ESN accord-
ing to the spectral radius for each task. In the short-term
memory task, we can see that the performance of ESN
is relatively much better than our system performance
(the performance of ESN becomes worse than our system
only when the spectral radius is 0.05 or larger than 1.65
in Case I, and when larger than 1.75 in Case II), while
in the N-bit parity check task, the performance of ESN
is much worse than our system performance (the perfor-
mance of ESN becomes better than our system only when
the spectral radius is 0.15 in Case I).
Training the readout weights using logistic
regression
In this section, we provide a brief overview of logis-
tic regression and how it is used to train the readouts
from the sensor to produce the desired output. Detailed
information on the logistic regression can be found in
[34]. As described in the main text, our system out-
put takes binary states for each task by thresholding
the value obtained by summing up the linearly weighted
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sensory values. This is basically a two-class classifica-
tion of the sensory values, which can be appropriately
dealt with using the logistic regression model. Follow-
ing the notation used in the main text, we have 11 sen-
sory time series si(t) (i = 0, 1, ..., 10) and corresponding
11 linear and static readout weights wi (i = 0, 1, ..., 10).
Note that, as explained in the main text, a unit express-
ing time for the function emulation tasks was t′ due to
an input symbol introduced to have a specific duration
of time, that is, τstate. In the following descriptions,
we keep using t for the general case, but one can re-
place t with t′ for the function emulation tasks. We also
introduce the vectors st = [s0(t), s1(t), ..., s10(t)]
T and
w = [w0, w1, ..., w10]
T for descriptive purposes. Our aim
here is to optimize w by using corresponding Ttrain data
pairs, st and Otarget(t), collected in the training phase in
each task. For example, in the first task of constructing
a timer, we had 25 trials, which had 250 timesteps each,
as training data. This results in Ttrain = 250×25 = 6250
data pairs. In the closed-loop control task and the func-
tion emulation tasks, Ttrain = 2400 data pairs were used
for training (see previous sections).
Based on [34], we start by introducing a posterior prob-
ability for classes C1 and C2; these classes correspond to
the output states 1 and 0, respectively,
p(C1|st) = y(st) = σ(wTst),
p(C2|st) = 1− p(C1|st),
where σ(·) is the logistic sigmoid function. We now make
use of the maximum likelihood method to determine the
optimal weights. For a data set (st, Otarget(t)), where
Otarget(t) ∈ {0, 1} and t = 1, ..., Ttrain, the likelihood
function can be expressed as
p(Otarget|w) =
Ttrain∏
t=1
y
Otarget(t)
t (1− yt)1−Otarget(t),
whereOtarget = [Otarget(1), Otarget(2), ..., Otarget(Ttrain)]
T
and yt = p(C1|st). The error function of this likelihood
can be expressed as
E(w) = − ln p(Otarget|w)
= −
Ttrain∑
t=1
{Otarget(t) ln yt + (1−Otarget(t)) ln (1− yt)},
where yt = σ(at) and at = w
Tst. Taking the gradient
and Hessian of this error function, we obtain
∇E(w) =
Ttrain∑
t=1
(yt −Otarget(t))st = ST(y −Otarget),
H = ∇∇E(w) =
Ttrain∑
t=1
yt(1− yt)ststT = STRS,
where y = [y1, y2, ..., yTtrain ]
T and S is a matrix expressed
as
S =
 s1
T
...
sTtrain
T
 =
 s0(1) · · · s10(1)... . . . ...
s0(Ttrain) · · · s10(Ttrain)
 .
Additionally, we introduce the Ttrain × Ttrain diagonal
matrix R with elements, Rtt = yt(1 − yt). To minimize
the function E(w), we used the iterative reweighted least
squares method. The Newton-Raphson update formula
for the logistic regression model is expressed as
w(new) = w(old) −H−1∇E(w)
= w(old) − (STRS)−1ST(y −Otarget)
= (STRS)−1{STRSw(old) − ST(y −Otarget)}
= (STRS)−1STRz,
where z is a Ttrain -dimensional vector with elements
z = Sw(old) −R−1(y −Otarget).
We apply this procedure iteratively, each time using the
new weight vector w to compute an updated weighing
matrix R until ‖w
(new)−w(old)‖
‖w(old)‖ is less than 0.5 in all our
experiments.
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FIG. 1. Platform setup for a soft silicone arm. (a) A soft silicone arm, which contains 10 bend sensors, is immersed underwater.
Sensors are connected to a sensory board by the red wires. The wires are set as carefully as possible so as not to affect the arm
motion. (b) Motor commands take binary states. When these commands are set to 0 (1), the base of the arm rotates to the
right (left) hand side toward Lright (Lleft). See the main text for details.
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FIG. 2. Schematics showing the information processing scheme using the arm. Input is provided to the motor command to
generate arm motion, and the embedded bend sensors reflect the resulting body dynamics. By using the detected sensory time
series, the binary state output is generated by thresholding the weighted sum of the sensory values. See the main text for
details.
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FIG. 3. Sensory response during the arm motion and performance for the timer task. (a) Snapshots showing a typical arm
motion when the motor command is switched from 0 to 1 at t = 0 (i.e., movement from Lright to Lleft). (b) Plots showing
the dynamics of the motor command m(t) and the normalized base angle θ(t) (the upper plot) and the corresponding sensory
time series s(t) (the lower two plots). The middle and lower plots show the average sensory response curves for the odd- and
even-numbered sensors, respectively. For each sensor, the sensory values are linearly scaled to make the sensory values to 1
when the arm is in Lright and averaged over 50 trials. The error bars show the standard deviations. (c) The plots show the
average system outputs for each τtimer (τtimer = 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 50) when τini is fixed to 9. The black lines show the
target output and the red lines show the averaged system outputs over 25 trials for each condition. Note that the averaged
system outputs can take values in the range of [0, 1]. (d) The plot shows the average MSE over 25 trials with respect to each
τtimer and τini varied from 1 to 50 and from 0 to 50, respectively.
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FIG. 4. Performance for the closed-loop control task. (a) Plot showing an example of the sensorimotor time series when the
system is driven by the closed-loop control with a square function of τsquare = 10. The system is initially driven by the target
output until t = 50, and then the loop is closed. The upper diagram plots the time series of the target output, the system
output, which is the motor command m(t) in this task, and the base rotation θ(t). The middle and lower diagrams plot the
corresponding sensory time series s(t) in odd and even numbers, respectively. (b) Plot showing an example of the sensorimotor
time series when the system is driven by the closed-loop control with the external perturbations in the same experimental
condition with (A). The perturbation to the arm is provided at around timestep 2700 to 2850. (c) The external perturbation
is provided by the manual mechanical disturbance to the arm. (d) The average system outputs for a single period of a square
function driven with open loop providing the target output as input. The plots for τsquare = 12, 16, 20, and 24 are overlaid.
The black line shows the target values as a reference. The time is shifted to set the switching point to t = 0. (e) The average
error (MSE) plot with respect to each τsquare. The error bars show the standard deviations. For (d) and (e), the average
system output and MSE are calculated by using 50 cycles of oscillations in each condition. See Method section for details.
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FIG. 5. Examples of the output time series for the function emulation tasks. (a) Plots showing the example of the performance
in the short-term memory task with τstate = 5. (b) Plots showing the example of the performance in the N-bit parity check
task with τstate = 11. For (a) and (b), the black line shows the target outputs and the red line shows the system outputs, and
the cases for n = 1, 2, 3, and 4 are shown.
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FIG. 6. The average value of MIn according to n (left) and C according to τstate (right). (a) Plots showing the case for the
short-term memory task. (b) Plots showing the case for the N-bit parity check task. Note that the capacities in the short-term
memory task and the N-bit parity check task are expressed as Cmemory and Cparity, respectively. For each plot on MIn, the
cases for τ = 5, 10, and 20 are shown. For each plot on C, the results of a logistic regression model (LR) that has a readout
directly attached to the input are plotted as comparisons. Results show an almost 0 value for each τstate. The error bars show
the standard deviations for each plot.
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FIG. 7. Soft silicone arm and bend sensors. (a) A soft silicone arm with 10 embedded bend sensors. (b) Schematics showing
the alignment of the bend sensors in the arm. The sensors are aligned parallel to the arm surface with an equal distance of 3.2
cm between them. There is a thin layer of silicone (about 0.1 cm) covering the sensors. (c) The bend sensors. Both dorsal and
ventral sides are shown.
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FIG. 8. Experimental procedure for the timer task. (a) Schematics showing the I/O relation with respect to the temporal axis.
Triggered by the input at tstart, the motor command switches from 0 to 1. By exploiting the sensory time series resulting from
the soft body dynamics, the system should output a pulse with τtimer timesteps in length after τini timesteps from timestep
tstart. (b) Schematics showing the generation of the system output. The system output is generated by thresholding the
weighted sum of the corresponding sensory time series.
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FIG. 9. Experimental procedure for the closed-loop control task. (a) Schematics showing the I/O relation with respect to the
temporal axis. The target motor command is a square function with τsquare. (b) Schematics showing the generation of the
system output in the closed-loop control task. The closed-loop control is realized by feeding back the generated output to the
input at the next timestep.
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FIG. 10. Experimental procedure for the function emulation tasks. (a) Schematics showing the I/O relation with respect to
the temporal axis. The timescale defined for the I/O relation is t′. The input symbol is provided to the system for each τstate
timestep. The corresponding sensory time series si(t
′) is at timestep (t′ + 1) ∗ τstate − 1 (t′1 is presented as a reference to
show the I/O relation). (b) Schematics showing the generation of the system output for function emulation tasks. The system
outputs are generated with a multitasking scheme; that is, the same soft body is employed to carry out two different tasks at
the same time.
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FIG. 11. The average value of C according to the spectral radius in ESN for the short-term memory task (left) and the N-bit
parity check task (right). Note that the capacities in the short-term memory task and the N-bit parity check task are expressed
as Cmemory and Cparity, respectively. For each plot, red squares and blue circles show the results for Case I and Case II,
respectively, and the highest value of C for our system (when τstate = 5 for the short-term memory task and τstate = 11 for
the N-bit parity check task (Fig.6 in the main text)) is also plotted as a dashed line for comparison. The error bars show the
standard deviations for each plot.
